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ROBOT PARTS

Chassis Traction wheel Unpowered wheel



Turtlebot’s Tree Structure
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Turtlebot’s URDF

Urdf structure for bloque to chassis joint



Turtlebot’s URDF

Description of robot’s chassis



Turtlebot’s URDF

Gazebo reference for  traction wheel and PID 
controller



Turtlebot’s URDF

Gazebo reference for transmission and motor of 
left wheel



Turtlebot’s Launch

Launch file of the turtlebot



Robot models

Rviz and Gazebo Simulation



Mapping using SLAM

gmapping.launch parameters



Mapping using SLAM

Local and global costmap



Turtlebot’s environment

Environment to map.



Mapping using SLAM

Mapping process



Mapping using SLAM

Saved map



Autonomous Localization using 
AMCL

amcl.launch file



Autonomous Localization using 
AMCL

Trajectory parameters



Autonomous Localization using 
AMCL

Plugins added in Rviz & Autonomous navigation in Rviz



Jetson TK1

The Jetson TK1 
nvidia's board is 
used as the cpu 
of the turtlebot.



Jetson’s requirements for the 
turtlebot

1. L4T (Linux for Tegra) 21.3 
2. GRINCH KERNEL 21.3.4
3. ROS Indigo
4. Turtlebot and kobuki ROS 

dependencies 



Jetson’s configuration

1. Download and install the las version of Jetpack TK1 
(21.3).

2. Reinstall the system with Ubuntu 14.04.
3. Update repositories

$ sudo apt-get update y $sudo apt-get upgrade.
4. Install the custom kernel, in this case the grinch kernel

$ sudo apt-get install git
$ git clone https://github.com/jetsonhacks/installGrinch.git



Jetson’s configuration
5. Follow the tutorial on 

https://github.com/jetsonhacks/postFlash to improve the 
efficiency of the card

6. Install ROS Indigo
$ git clone https://github.com/jetsonhacks/installROS.git

7. Install essentials
$ sudo apt-get install build-essential

8. Install g++
$ sudo apt-get install g++

https://github.com/jetsonhacks/installROS.git


Network configuration

Network configuration between the Host PC and the 
turtlebot, after this, it is necessary to do the deb 
installation and the source installation respectively



Configuration of turtlebot’s bringup

This step is 
necessary to bring 
up or start the 
turtlebot software 
and get connected 
to the turtlebot from 
the host PC



Enable 3D visualization

Most of the visualization 
launchers can be found 
in the
turtlebot_rviz_launchers 
package. This is useful 
to allow the call of 
launchers to visualize 
the turtle and its data 
streams.



Keyboard_Teleop



Gmapping



“Make a map”



Autonomous navigation



TurtleBot 2 Autonomous 
Navigation and 

Obstacle-avoidance

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eDFSXPnh2I 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eDFSXPnh2I

